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PHASE SEPARATION IN METAL AMMONIA SOLUTIONSli 

Kenneth So Pitzelf 
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Univer~ity of Californiag Berkeley0 California 

June 1958 

0 » This resear<eh was performed under the auspi<ees of the U.S. Ato.m.ic 
Energy Commission. 

In il907 Kra.us 2 discovered that solutions of sodium in liquid a~monia 

separate into two liquid solution phases at low tempeR'atures and for a 
3 range of composition near 4 mole o/o sodiumQ Later Kraus and Lucasse 

detel?mined the equilibl!."ium compositions more accurately and measul!."<ed in · 
addition the electrical conductance of each phase. Some other metal= 
ammonia solution systems have al~o been reported to show phase separa.tiono 
In particulai' caldum4 and lithium solutions do· give phase separation0 

((4-» Co A. K7fausSJ J o Arn. Chemo Soc. 0 300 653 0,908». 
{5» 0. Ruff and J o Zedner 0 Bero !!o 19Ss (1908~; Co Ao KJraJ.us and Wo Co 

Johnson0 Jo Amo Chemo Soc. 9 47 0 731 U9l5». 

but cesium 6 solutions do nota The author is not awa.Jre of any published 

explanation of this eurpl'ising pb.enomenono 

Solutions of eodium0 or similar metals" at high concentl'ation in 
ammonia show the pli"operties of liquid metals. Indeed many of these syet0ms 
yield solid ammoniatea 9 such as Ba«NH3 ~6 o which also behave a" metals. 
These systems show spedfic conductance in the range A03 to 104 ohm=! 
whkh is similar to the pure metals mercury and bismuth, 

McConnell and Holm 7 extended and modified the model of Hust®lf8 and 

~7p HoMo McConnell and CoHo Holmv Jo Chemo Phye. 0 Z6o 1517 «!957po 
«So Eo Hustel"o Ann. Physiko }} 9 477 «1938». ~ 

of Becker" Lindquhto and Aide~ o 9 m the solutions of intermediate 

,..,.. ________________ ....,._ .. ....,._ ..... _ ... -~ • ..;..-~-------..-~·· .. - __ ¥_..,.. __ .... ,_ •••. - .......... ,.. -~ _ ........ - ...... ______ .... __ ..... 

concentration the dominant spedes are a.si'Jumed to be ~ohrated metal 
atoms ~nd. dhtomi~ molecules. The v~lenee electron of ehe metal atom 
is a8sumed to be in a gx-~~tiy expanded orbital which extend8 through 
~eve&-a]. la.yell's of the ~mmonia molecules whidll. BUX":fOund ea~h positive 
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metal iono The analogy was made to the donor state in a eemicondu.dor 
such as silicono Similarly expanded diatomic molecule$ a:re foTmed as 
the «:oncentr®.tion inclr~~fll®So This model is in qualitative accoFd 'With 
the ma~etic su!§c:eptifiHfY data and the Knight ~Shift of the nuclea!? 
magnet:i.C !'fl!liJOnanceo D 

I wish to pll:'opose that the sepa.ll:'ation into two liquid phases at low 
tempeFatull."efil is a liqu.id=vapor phase separation of the sodium within the 
ammonia solvento The pFesen~e of the solvent makes even the dilute 
solution liquid0 of ~~:ourse 0 but the p:roperties of liquid metals are no 
longer presento There are just isolated molecules 0 atoms 0 and' ions of 
the metallic specieso But the concentrated phase shows all the characte:ristic!!il 
of a liquid metal" 

This picture may be extended somewhat by regarding the ammonia 
solvent as a dielectric o The solvation effect is dominant in the region 
near the ion; the ammonia Of:cupies the spa.ce but the sodium valence 
electron can still move through ito The phenomona we Cli.l'e considering 
depend on the behavior of the valence eledl'On at substantial distamcee 
from the iono In thie :region it ie a resonable first appl?oximation to 
take the squall'e of the rebactive index ae the effective dieled:!!'ic 
constant for the fau\Jt electron motion" The slow poladzation by molecular 
ll:'otation0 et~. 0 is not ab>sent in this region bu\t pl!."obably has only iH!!((;;Ond 
order effeds. 

The effect of a dielectric constant on an electronic system of this 
type is to increase all distances by the factor K and to reduce all energies 
by the factor K=lo At the tempe:it'atures of interest n2. :;;; K ~ l.Z for 
liquid ammoniac 

If the sodium ion kernel with its immediate solvation shell were a 
negligible portion of the volume through which the valence electron moveso 
then hydlt'ogen would be the approplt'iate model for our calculations since we 
would have just the single positive charge centeF's. Adually. K is only 
about Z.l 0 consequently the effect of the ion kernel and immediate solvation 
shell is not negligibleo The effect of the inner shells o:f electrons in 
the sodium ion in this case must be similar to but lees than that for a 
ga!!i\eous sodium atom or molecule. Consequently we may exped the 
properties of sodium in liquid ammonia to be intel"mediate between those 
of hy~l"ogen and those of sodium aftel'f adjustment for the scale factors 
adsing fl"om the dielectric conetanto 

The process compal?able to the ionization of the gaseous atom is 
the fast O:rt> photo=ionization of the solvated atom to yield a free electron. 
The observed energy9 for this process is about 37 kcal/mole while the 
calculated. values are 66 from hydrogen and ~5 from sodium as a modeL 
For the dimedzation of the solva~~d atoms the obseirved energy9 is about 
U. kcal/mole of dimeX"; the ((;;akv.lated vruues are ~ll. from hydrogen and 3.6 
flrom eodiumo 



Hydl'ogen does not fo:&"m a metallic liquidD at least not at any pre~sure 
so far atta.ined8 hence a quantitative comparison of s<ealed cdth:al · 
p1foper~ie~ is not possible bo:m this basiso The t:Jt"itical pl?ope:irties of 
!iiodium are not known but may be e~tima.ted to be of the ol?der ofT :;: 3300°K0 

V :;: 80 cc/mole bom compalt'ieons of propertiel!J at lowelt' tempeFa.~ures with 
th~se of mercury and othelf substa.nceso The scaled T fol" the eodium in 
liquid ammonia is roughly 700°K as compared to the ob'leFved walue of 230@Ko 
But the more hyd1rogenlike p:iroperty of the solvated system means a lower · 
T because in hydrogen the diatomk molecule is more stable than metaL 
Tiie value of V e<ea.led from sodium is 800 cc as compared to an ob'\,'fved 
v.Uue of 650 cc~ The theoretical calculations for a metallic hyd:ii'ogen: 

indicate volumes smalle:rr than those of siodiumo Consequently0 we again 
find that- the adual system o! sodium in .liquid ammonia shows propenrties 
intermediate between those ecaled f!"om hydrogen and f1rom sodiumo 

This model is V4!lry e:~rude and will undoubtedly fail for other 
pX'operti«:Hio However~ the general pidure of the metallic solutions in 
liquid ammonia as ·metals with reduced energy and increased distance 
properties appears to be valid. In particular the phase sepa:ii'ation a~ 
low tempe:!t'a.tures is fully understandable on this basis = indeed it is the 
expected va.por=liquid condensation phenomonono 




